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Abstract: Everyone has a right for education and according to Indian Education Policies; it is free and compulsory for every child at least for the elementary and fundamental stages of schooling. The significance of universal literacy is that it is an instrument for mobilizing the people, arousing community consciousness and participation for bringing social change. Mahatma Gandhi emphasized the need for universal basic education for children and advocated adult education with a moral component for social and cultural regeneration and a political component for strengthening the national struggle for freedom. The Article 45 (1949-50) and the State Directive Policies for the primary education showed that still there was not an effective participation of the people of India for the universalization of basic education. The present paper includes the present system of education; the recognitions are given in the light of contemporary Indian realities and requirements to the subject to the nationally agreed basic concepts of freedom, equality and justice. This paper highlights the National Policy of Education (NPE), 1968 and Primary Education, NPE, 1979 and Universal Elementary Education (UEE), NPE, 1986 and Elementary Education, Revised NPE, 1992 and its formulations and District Primary Education Programme (DPEP), 1994.


I. INTRODUCTION

India got freedom in 1947; the Indian government supported an assortment of projects to address the issues of lack of education in both rustic and urban zones of India. India's initially Minister of Education, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad imagined solid local government control over instruction all through the nation, with a uniform instructive framework. The Union government built up the University Education Commission (1948–1949) and the Secondary Education Commission (1952–1953) to create recommendations to modernize India's training framework. The Resolution on Scientific Policy was received by the legislature of Jawaharlal Nehru, India's initially Prime Minister and his administration likewise supported the improvement of top notch logical instruction foundations, for example, the Indian Institutes of Technology. In 1961, the Union government shaped the National Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT) as a self-governing association that would prompt both the Union and State governments on planning and actualizing instruction strategies. After this, the main National Policy on Education (NPE) was proclaimed in 1968 by the then Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. It was set up for assessing the structure of national training framework.

II. NATIONAL POLICY ON EDUCATION (1968)

Training is an effective apparatus for national, social, monetary and social improvement. NPE, 1968 depended on the requirements of the country. It is a strategy defined by the Government of India (GoI) to advance training among India's kin. The approach canvassed basic instruction in both provincial and urban zones of India was going by the then UGC administrator, Dr. D. S. Kothari. The NPE, 1968 required a 'radical rebuilding' and adjusts instructive open doors keeping in mind the end goal to accomplish national joining and more prominent social and financial advancement. The arrangement called for satisfying mandatory instruction for all kids up to the age of 14 yrs as stipulated by the Constitution of India and the better preparing and capability of educators. The arrangement concentrated on learning of territorial dialects, plotting the "three dialect equation" to be actualized in optional training i.e., (I) the guideline of the English dialect, (II) the official dialect of the state and (III) Hindi, the national dialect. Dialect instruction was viewed as basic to lessen the bay between the 'intellectuals' and the 'majority'. Despite the fact that, the choice to receive Hindi as the national dialect had demonstrated disputable, the approach called for utilize and learning of Hindi to be urged consistently to advance a typical dialect for all Indians. The strategy additionally empowered the instructing of the old Sanskrit dialect, which was viewed as a fundamental piece of India's way of life and legacy. The NPE of 1968 called for training spending to increment to six percent of the national salary (http://mhrd.gov.in/destinations/upload_files/mhrd/recor ds/archive reports/NPE-1968.pdf on dated 11/09/14). National Policy of Education, 1968 and Primary Education...
The NPE, 1968 likewise propelled with concentrate on essential training. The arrangement of good and successful essential training on a free and necessary instruction is considered as the establishment of majority rules system and national advancement. It is taken at the most noteworthy need and usage in two phases. In the main stage, widespread instruction accommodated all kids till they achieve the age of eleven years and at the second stage, as far as possible has been raised to fourteen years. It had been made quickly free in all parts of the nation. It gave universalized inside five years i.e., a grade school is accessible inside a working separation from the home of each youngster. Many points of interest and drawbacks were found in Universalization of Elementary Education (UEE). Subsequently, the higher specialist in Government of India (GOI) chose to outline another instruction arrangement and it was NPE, 1979 (Saxena and Swaroop, N. R. 2003).

III. NATIONAL POLICY ON EDUCATION (1979)

A perfect arrangement of instruction empower a person to create fullest their physical and scholarly possibilities and advance their consciousness of social and human esteem with the goal that they can build up a solid character, live better lives and capacity as mindful individuals from the general public.

National Policy of Education, 1979 and Universal Elementary Education

The most elevated need was given to the free instruction for all youngsters up to the age of 14 years as set down in the mandate standards of the constitution. It has been chosen that the training up to this stage ought to be general and not specific. It gave students a sure charge of dialect to apparatus subjects and incorporates a logical state of mind. The push in basic training was on the improvement of identity and character. The substance of rudimentary training depends on the view not just on the customs and qualities that make up the nations composite culture yet additionally on the present substances and vision of a typical future. The substance of instruction at this stage incorporates Language, Arithmetic and History, straightforward Elementary Sciences with unique reference to ecological and social esteem and physical training. Formal directions were diminished to the base and were not surpass three hours every day. No inflexible scholarly year should be endorsed. Motivating forces like Mid Day Meals (MDMs), free course readings, stationary and outfits chose to give to poorer students and exceptional consideration ought to be given to the training of young ladies and offspring of Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs) (https//www. Youth for balance. com/instruction/instructive % 20 commission. doc on dated 10/08/2014).

After the reconsidered results and contemplations taken up by the higher specialists of the Government of India, the following new strategy on instruction rose in 1986.

IV. NATIONAL POLICY OF EDUCATION (1986)

“Training in India remains at the cross streets today. Neither typical straight development nor the current pace and nature of change can address the issues of circumstance”.

National Policy of Education, 1986 and Elementary Education

The National Policy on Education, 1986 was presented by the then Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi in 1986. It had the accompanying proposals:

(1) The new push in rudimentary instruction accentuated on two viewpoints

(a) Universal enrolment and maintenance of youngsters up to the age of 14 years and (b) A generous change in the nature of training.

(2) A youngster focused and movement based procedure of learning embraced at the essential stage.

(3) Corporal discipline solidly avoided from the instructive framework and school timings and get-away acclimated to the comfort of youngsters.

(4) Provision made for basic offices in grade schools, including no less than two sensible expansive rooms that are usable in all climate and the essential toys, slates, maps, outlines and other learning materials.

(5) An extensive and efficient program of non-formal training propelled for school drop outs, for youngsters from residences without schools, working kids and young ladies who can’t go to the entire day schools.


V. UPDATED NATIONAL POLICY OF EDUCATION (1992) AND ITS FORMULATIONS

The npe, 1986 is a land check in instructive advancement of the nation. An audit of the npe, 1986 was led in the time of 1990-92. It considered the report of central advisory board of education (cabe) panel while extensively supporting the approach. It prescribed certain alterations in the light of the advancements amid the initial couple of years. The reexamined arrangement definitions containing these changes prescribed by cabe were tabled in the parliament on seventh may, 1992. The changed program of action (poa) in the time of 1992 of npe, 1986 made plans to guarantee free and necessary instruction of agreeable quality to all kids up to age of fourteen years previously to enter the 21st century.
different midway supported plans in the rudimentary instruction segment have been started to supplement the exertion of states for accomplishing this objective. Operation blackboard (ob) began in the time of 1987-88 to give physical offices in grade schools everywhere throughout the nation. The amended posa, 1992 of npe, 1986 augmented the extent of ob program to give three instructors in each elementary school and to cover the grade schools.

Keeping in mind the end goal to operationalize the changed approach of government, the accompanying three plans were proposed under the operation blackboard amid eighth five year plan:

1) Continuation of the on-going plan to cover all the rest of the schools recognized in seventh five year design.
2) Expanding the extent of plan to give three rooms and three educators in elementary schools.
3) Expanding the extent of plan to upper grade schools.

The plan of operation board was propelled in the time of 1987-1988 with the point of enhancing human and physical assets accessible in grade schools of the nation. Arrangements were confined of no less than two sensibly extensive rooms, no less than two instructors and basic educating learning material for leaving grade school. Amid the year 1993-94, the plan was reached out to cover upper elementary schools. It accommodated three spaces for elementary schools, an extra instructor for upper grade schools and a third educator for grade school with enrolment of more than 100 understudies. The plan is actualized through state government. The plan guaranteed for penny present focal help for educating learning gear for the educator in the schools. Arrangement of school building development has been made under the projects of rural employment and development conspire (pathania, a, 2009).

To accomplish the objectives of uee, the non-formal education program was put into operation in the times of 1979-80 to give quality training practically identical to formal framework to kids who don't/can't go to entire day schools, school dropouts and working youngsters. This secured ten instructively in reverse states viz. Andhra pradesh, assam, arunachal pradesh, orissa, rajasthan, utter pradesh, west bengal and range of ghettos, uneven abandon and tribal regions of centralization of working youngsters in every single other state and union territories (uts) in india. In basic instruction, the attention was on an understudies' enrolment to maintenance and their accomplishments in the educational system. The three plans powerfully made its encouraging. In this way, another instructive program named district primary education program (dpep) was propelled in november, 1994 (soundararapandian, m., 2000).

VI. LOCALE PRIMARY EDUCATION PROGRAM, 1994

In 1986, the government of india (goi) propelled the point of interest npe, 1986 and reconsidered it npe, 1992 which brought about a progression of pilot extends on a substantial scale following the world gathering on 'training for all' (efa) in the time of 1990 in india. It opened up for helping the essential training. The most broad outer organization including the world bank, the united kingdom, the european commission (ec) and (unicef) subsidized the district primary education program in eighteen states covering about portion of india’s 600 locale with low female proficiency rates. The program made dynamic association between the government and civil society organization and reinforced co-operation in the zones of arranging, educating and explore. Money related administration and acquisition frameworks, methodology and governing rules set up, making it conceivable to scale up in the following stage, dpep was propelled in the time of 1994 as a noteworthy activity to accomplish the goals of uee. The program takes a memorable perspective of essential training advancement and tries to operationalize the system of uee through region particular arranging with accentuation on decentralized administration, participatory process, strengthening and limit working at all levels. The program is actualized through state level enlisted social orders. The program goes for giving access to essential instruction to all kids diminishing essential dropout's rates to under 10 percent 'expanding learning accomplishment of elementary school understudies by 25 percent and decreasing the sexual orientation and social hole to under 5 percent.

The program is organized to give extra contribution far beyond the central/state part plots for rudimentary instruction. The program fills the current holes in the advancement of essential training and tries to revive the current framework dpep, is relevant and has concentrate on sexual orientation hole. The program parts incorporate the development of classrooms and new schools, opening of non-formal/elective school focuses, arrangement of teaching-learning material (tlm), examine based teaching approach, unique mediation for coordinated to crippled kids, instruction of young ladies, working kids , scs/sts and so forth 85 percent of undertaking cost has been shared by government of india and rest 15 percent by the concerned state government. At show outer help of about rs. 6938 crores has been tie up for dpep, since it was started in november, 1994 when the dpep canvassed 42 locale in 7 conditions of india. Its span has spread to 248
areas in 18 states specifically assam, haryana, karnataka, kerla, maharashtra, tamil nadu, madhya pradesh, chhattisgarh, gujarat, madhya pradesh, himachal pradesh, orissa, andhra pradesh, west bengal, uttar pradesh, uttaranchal, bihar, haryana and rajasthan.

The different districts have been chosen for dpep on the premise of following criteria:-

1. Educationally in reverse locale with female education underneath the national normal.
2. Districts where total literacy campaigns (tlcs) is effective, prompting improved interest for basic training (rao, d. B. 2003).

The distinctive approaches and projects has been confined for the improvement of instruction in india. Along these lines, the present arrangement of training must be redesigned in the light of contemporary indian substances and necessities. Subject to the broadly concurred essential ideas of flexibility, uniformity and equity, the framework ought to be adaptable and receptive to changing conditions. Each exertion ought to be made to seek after magnificence, without losing, sight of the perfect of fairness. The framework must undertaking to limit the bay between the informed classes and the majority and defeat sentiments of prevalence, mediocrity and estrangement. With adaptability in the decision, substance and length of courses, the understudy can pick his own particular time and channel of study and advance at his own particular pace. The instructive organizations and the group should help each other, the educators and guardians coordinating in giving learning and abilities and a superior future for the youngsters. The school ought to be intently connected with the improvement exercises of the zone.
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